
Analytics and On-Demand 
Reporting options include:

 � People Counting

 � Heat Map

 � Items Left Behind or Removed

 � Camera Tampering

 � Advanced Event Based Search

Aimetis E3200 Series™

Physical Security Appliance

Quick and Simple Installation

Similar to a DVR, the Aimetis E3200 requires no hard drive or software installation. 
And with no software activation required, the first camera is being recorded 
within minutes of unpacking the box. 

Easy to Use

With the industry’s best combination of video recording, management, analytics 
and reporting, users benefit by using a single interface that eliminates the need 
to jump between multiple vendor products.

Flexible for Future Needs

Powered by Aimetis Symphony™, adding cameras is as easy as adding camera 
licenses.  For more advanced functionality such as access control integration or 
video analytics, upgrading licenses without changing software or hardware is 
all that is required.  With support for over 30 camera manufacturers , the E3200 
provides unparalleled flexibility in camera selection.  

Aimetis E3200 Series™ Physical Security Appliance combines a purpose-built hardware appliance with Aimetis 
Symphony™ video management & analytics software, creating a high performance intelligent video surveillance platform 
for installations under 16 cameras.  Its robust fanless design and flexible installation options makes the E3200 Series an 
ideal solution for space constrained environments such as small footprint retailers, gas stations and harsh environments.

Key Features:

 � Small hardware footprint

 � No software installation or activation

 � Integrated I/O

 � Wall mount options

 � Analytics ready
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Features and Specifications*

Model E3205 E3210

CPU Dual Core Atom 1.66Ghz

RAM 2GB

OS Win 7 embedded

Storage 500GB 1TB

Video Management Software Symphony Standard

Camera Licenses Incl. 4 8

Max Cameras* 16

Ethernet 2x GbE 

USB 4

Integrated I/O 4/4

Monitor Output DVI / VGA

Extended storage With NAS

Video Analytics Ready* Yes

ONVIF Yes

Operating Temp. -5 to 450C

Dimensions (mm) 268W x 174D x 44H

Weight 2.5KG

Input Voltage 12VDC/5 A Max

Compliance CE, FCC, RoHs

Mounting Kit Wall, DIN-Rail included

Warranty 2 year

Ordering Information AIM-E3205           AIM-E3210

www.aimetis.com

Aimetis Symphony™ Software

Aimetis Symphony™ is award-winning 
intelligent video management software 
that offers an innovative, open IP video 
platform for video management, video 
analytics, system integration and alarm 
management. Aimetis Symphony™ installs 
on standard IT hardware, supports both 
analog and IP cameras from hundreds 
of camera manufacturers, provides a 
feature-rich, easy-to-use interface and 
incorporates IT friendly features to make 
administration simple.

Purpose-Built Hardware Platform

The Aimetis E3200 Series is designed 
for flexible deployment in any scenario. 
The onboard Intel® Atom™ embedded 
processor provides unsurpassed 
performance with very low heat 
generation and minimal cooling 
requirements, resulting in improved 
stability and longevity.  With a tough 
aluminum case with heat dispersing fins, 
the E3200 is able to draw away heat from 
the processor and allow the system to 
operate in environments not suitable for 
commercial-off-the-shelf PCs.  To provide 
even more flexibility, the E3200 can be 
wall or DIN-rail mounted keeping the unit 
out of harms way. 

* With software upgrades
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Distributör: Infralogic AB  
 Skogsbacken  Tel: 08-445 22 90  
 172 41 Sundbyberg www.infralogic.se
 


